Two Pheasants – Comment by Marku .B
A couple of Pheasants, lying in the backs of
each other, a bit upset, but still looking good
together. The female in the right and her
partner in the left.
The female who is upset, fragile that she is
living such a moment, clearly reflects her state
of spirit. Her partner looks to be going through
the same problem, but he looks stronger and
tends not to express what he is going through.
Also physically, he stands higher than her,
while she softly shrugs.
The male looks like he in a moment or two
will turn to her and give her a hug as an “I am
here for you” kind of gesture. His big and high
appearance hides in fact a deep thoughtful
character. His partner is suffering and he
knows her well.
He turns to her lovingly and clams her with
just saying “it’s over”. Everything is good, it is behind us.
In reality he does not feel or enjoy what he is doing.
With raised eyebrows and not feeling very well he still goes on because naturally he feels forced
to show power and strength. Totally opposite of the girl who totally refuses to eat.
He stops crying while she doesn’t.
…….
I want to observe, give me the time to find the answer why they are upset.
Do you know why:
They know each other since a long time ago and they hurt each other for small things.
They both invested in their relationship, they both have their dignity, they are not proud but very
mature. No one would listen they argue would not understand that they are hurting each other
because of their delicate way of communicating to each other.

They are now reevaluating their investment, which they do of course deeply appreciate.
I really like the way they stand with each other. Even though they have their backs turned, they
still are together, holding each other, giving themselves time, respecting themselves and that
specific moment.
The girl did something wrong, actually unintentionally, but that he did not expect.
What happened is nothing big or very significant, but the high class of their relationship does not
leave space for even a small irrelevant mistake.
Do you know why I said they are pheasants? Anyone would disagree because they know
pheasants with their beauty and with their wide opened shining feathers.
Our couple actually has closed their feathers and their shining has faded because of their
emotional state.
Apparently they also have “US”.

